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We missed Chinese New Year this year due to when exeat fell. But
boarders did not miss out with a special meal held in refectory for
native speakers, and then a dinner night in Peel with a beautifully
decorated prep room, if we don’t say so ourselves. There were even
red envelope gifts for everyone, and fortune cookies.

The College Magazine has been
published every summer of the
College’s existence, and is edited and
written by the students themselves.
It provides a comprehensive review
of the previous year in school life,
from trips, house reports, exchanges
and big College events. Our Peel
House Council recently wrote their
‘Peel Formal 2019’ article, and we
thought
we’d
share
the
first
paragraphs ahead of publication.
‘Once upon a time, in an enchanted
refectory not so far away, a group of
fairies and their fairy godmother Mr
Hoskins, were preparing for the
annual Mid-Winter Nights Dream
Ball.
Some were hanging shimmering
sheets, some were busy adorning
ornaments with winter flowers, and
others were sprinkling fairy dust and
lights everywhere. There was even
an ethereal ivy swathed stage.’
Look out for the Magazine at the end
of the summer term.

What does a bronze award mean to
you?
“A bronze award is an award that
makes you feel like all of the hard work,
respect and dedication you’ve put into
your school work feels like it has been
worth it. It isn't the best award, by
which I mean it’s not the end goal, but
it helps you on the way to the best and it’s a nice feeling
having one and knowing that you are appreciated by the school
and staff. Its also a little confidence boost and makes you
want to work harder to earn your silver, gold and even try to
get platinum.”
- William, Year 9

House genius, Belle, was at
Hertford
College,
Oxford
University
last
weekend
receiving her UK Bebras
finalists
certificate
from
Professor Peter Millican. Belle
was receiving her certificate
as one of the highest scoring
entrants in the entire country
in the Intermediate category.
Well done!

Continuing the traditions of earning lots of house points, we have another 7 students this week who
have earnt their Bronze Awards (+250 points). Well done to Cecilia, Thomas C, Annabelle F, Maya LW,
Annie T, Hollie T and Ronnie.
Not to be outdone though, we have our first Silver Award (+500) this week going to Ophelia! Amazing!
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